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Across
2. This mountain range is nearly 100 

miles long

3. ________ is the most populated 

region

11. Appalachian Plateau was once 

profitable area for mining ____ and iron 

ore

13. Georgia is a diverse state with how 

many regions?

14. Georgia is located in the 

____________ part of America

16. Separates the Piedmont region from 

the Coastal plain region

20. in the valley and ridge 

region_______ cattle are raised there

21. Physical features are _______

22. Blue Ridge receives the most 

________ each year

24. the region produces the majority of 

the state's crops

25. The coastal plain region has 

__________ miles of coast

26. The first three regions are in the 

mountains and ________ of Georgia

27. Georgia's highest peak is _________

28. Blue Ridge is in the __________ 

corner of Georgia

29. The soil in this region is rich and 

great for agricultural

30. Atlanta is located in this region

Down
1. many islands in this region

4. The smallest region in the state

5. what region was gold found in?

6. This physical feature covers roughly 

700 square miles in the coastal plain

7. ________, onions, peacans, and corn 

is grown in the coastal plain

8. Carpet and textiles are the main 

industries here

9. The tallest waterfall in Georgia

10. the largest region in Georgia

12. This region is the bulk of Georgia's 

industry

15. ________ is Georgia's uncommon 

soil

17. The elevation of Valley and Ridge 

ranges from ______ to 1600 feet

18. Piedmont region has large amounts 

of granite and _________

19. most of the population lives in this 

region

23. __________ attracts thousands of 

tourists, due to beautiful scenery


